St George’s
Member of the BGE group

UK

Business School &
English Language
Centre

Age: 17+ (boys and girls)
Student roll: 60
Member of the PFE and British Council
Situated in the Heart of Hastings - 5 minute walk from:
� the beach � the gym and pool � the train station to London � the shops
✓EFL/EAP courses

✓A-level native Languages

✓University Foundation Courses

Courses
Individual study programs and weekly academic and pastoral tutorials to ensure that
every student achieves to their full potential. At 17 years old some students have no idea
what they want to do or where they want to go. At BSTG we restart their academic
engine and give all students a purpose and an opportunity to reach their highest
potential, dreams and goals.
UFC Business
UFC Law
EFL – Trinity
EFL – KET/PET
UFC Hospitality
UFC Football
EFL – IELTS
University success
We have a 100% University success rate. We help each student complete their UCAS
forms and or overseas university placement applications. There is a university course for
everyone and we guide them to that chosen course. Visits to various universities are
arranged with other Buckswood alumni so that students can get a flavour of what lies
ahead.
Top 5 most popular University placements:
� Universities of Surrey � Royal Holloway � Oxford Brookes � Brighton � Queen Marys
Life in the College
BSTG takes all that is good from Buckswood Main School and adapts it to suit the needs
of the students at BSTG. There are of course rules and regulations to ensure a safe
environment as well a tranquil place to work. No uniform is required as the college is
based near to town so a mature balance of town leave and academic rigour is adhered to.
BSTG is a bridge between school and university. We have an excellent Italian chef serving
three meals a day and rooms are cleaned daily. We do insist that students wash their own
clothes, therefore preparing them for university, however the household staff are on hand
to help out.
Attitude to learning
Each week, each student has a formal tutorial so that both student and tutor can track
and monitor progress. We need to ensure that we are getting the best of each student
each week.
Life outside the college
BSTG is a College for young teenagers to learn and relax. There is no enforced sports
lessons or clubs as there might be in a traditional school. BSTG is also a home and at
home parents do not want their young teenager sitting around doing nothing, we are the
same! There are cooking lessons, sports and cultural trips all available. We would prefer
that they take these activities up themselves with their ‘mates’ however this does not
always happen naturally to a teenager, so we give them a ‘gentle prod’ in the right direction pulling them off their social media so that they rather socialise and engage with real
people!

Price: £7,950 - tuition and board					
www.bstg.co.uk
Email: success@buckswood.co.uk

Commission: 15%

Phone: +44 (0) 1424 813 696
Email: principal@bstg.co.uk

